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Intro

The birth of Black Hat
Society
Covid-19 has changed forever the way we live,
Our jobs, our education, our shopping, our
physical and mental health, our view of
privacy, and human rights. Not even a single
aspect of life has remained untouched by the
Pandemic.
As we face what's still to come, we found in
our analysis that our countries’ approach
(USA & Colombia) have one thing in
common: what seems to be motivating
people to act are mainly Black Hat Core
Drives (Scarcity, Unpredictability, and
Avoidance).
All of a sudden our individuality and personal
well-being are more important than our
collective goals and our sense of being part of
“Mankind”. And although our governments
are responsible for implementing this
approach, we as citizens are the ones playing
the game and approving this set of rules.
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Analysis

Player Type Analysis

While the COVID policies are deployed in a
centralized and Federal level on the
Colombian side, the US is at a state and
local level. This major difference has defined
"trust in the government" and flow of
information about the COVID as a viable
threat as a major variable in the US player
type. Meanwhile, Colombia defines its player
types on a more specific level---of what kind
of risk is taken by different players.

Player Type Analysis

Colombia

High Financial Risk: The Pandemic's impact has endangered this person's income and sustenance
Low Financial Risk: This person has a steady supply of income or savings to survive the economic recession
High Health Risk: This person is highly vulnerable to the Covid-19 symptoms either for his age or physical condition
Low Health Risk: This person's health has a higher chance of resisting the sickness effects or even be asymptomatic

Player Type Analysis

Colombia: Low Income Elders

Player Type Analysis

Colombia: Informals

Player Type Analysis

USA

Trusts the Government: People who still follow and respect government guidelines
Doesn't Trust the Government: People who have lost their faith in the government due to too many local and state
jurisdiction mandates
Believes COVID is a Risk: People who believe that the virus is a threat to themselves personally---due to their age, health, etc
Doesn't believe COVID is a Risk: People who don't believe that the virus is a threat to themselves personally---due to their
age, health, etc

Player Type Analysis

USA: Liberty Lovers

Player Type Analysis

USA: Creatives

Experience Analysis

Experience
Analysis

Experience Analysis

Colombia

Experience Analysis

USA

Brainstorm Ideas

Brainstorm
Ideas

Name

Brainstorm Ideas

Virtual Town Halls

Good-news-letter

Z.I.Q (Zipcode
Immunity Quest)

Immunity Streak
Flag

Healthy Wallets

Description
As social distancing is a must to avoid the spread of the
disease, virtual gatherings are organized to let the people
speak and share ideas about how to confront the Pandemic

As social distancing is a must to avoid the spread of the
disease, virtual gatherings are organized to let the people
speak and share ideas about how to confront the Pandemic

CDs

(1, 5, 3)

(1, 5, 3)

Based on your zip code you have to work to achieve a low
infection rate goal so your team gets cheaper health
insurance

(2,5,8)

If my zipcode or neighborhood manages to stay on the top
of the low-infection rate ranking for more than two weeks, a
special flag is hoisted on parks and buildings for everyone to
show off proudly

(2,4,5)

For every month keeping the Immunity Streak Flag hoisted,
the whole neighborhood or zipcode gains a 5% discount on
electricity and water supply bill costs.

(2,4,5)

Brainstorm Ideas

Name

Description

CDs

Wear it with pride

A special website where people can create their own mask
designs and share them with their community. Special
manufacturing facilities are created in every neighborhood
so people can produce their unique masks at very low costs
and start wearing them.

(3,4)

Hope Festival

After completing a three-month Immunity Streak the
neighborhood or zip code gains the right to organize a
special gathering exclusively for zipcode inhabitants, with live
music, food and surprises

(2,3,5)

During the Hope Festival, a special contest takes place,
where every participant exhibits their unique designs to win
prices and community prestige.

(2,3,4)

Maskfluencer

Local or regional celebrities share their unique mask designs
and data about the positive impact of wearing these
protection items. At the end of each session, someone from
the audience can win one of these special mask designs
autographed by the celebrity that created it.

(3,5,7)

Panda surprise

Every time you go out wearing a mask and you may stumble
upon a special character called “The Panda inspector”. Every
day a random color is declared “the color of the day. If the
Panda Inspector checks your mask color and you have the
color of the day you get a ticket for a special lottery

Monalisa Mask

(1,6,7)

Epilogue

Epilogue

Dear reader,
As you could see in the Brainstorm
section, we believe our societies’ and
governments’ focus should be to increase
the White Hat motivation in people, to
help us regain our trust in the system, to
reconnect with everything that makes us
human: creativity, family, community,
transcendence, and future goals.
Finding a cure or a vaccine won’t solve the
REAL problems this Pandemic has
highlighted all over the planet. There
won’t ever be a cure for pessimism,
apathy, or selfishness. We need to LEVEL
UP, as a whole, to BOOST our inner and
collective powers, and finally beat the
game of life, leaving a better world for
those still to come.
Thanks for taking the time for reading this
submission and we hope to see your
UPVOTE and comments really soon!
Priiiimeeee ooonnnn!!!

